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I Semester B.Sc. Examination, OctoberNovember 20ll
(Semester Scheme) (N S) (2011-12 Onwards)

PHYSICS - I
Mechanics, Oscillations and Properties of Matter

Time : 3 Hours

Instruction : ^''nswer five questions from each Part.

PART _ A

Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries eight marks.
(5x8=40)

1. a) Derive expressions for instantaneous velocity and instantaneous displacement
of a body falling vertically through a resistive medium. Assume that resistance
offered by the medium is directly proportional to velocity of the body.

b) Deduce an expression for acceleration of a body sliding down an inclined
plane with friction.

2. a) State the postulates of special theory of relativity.

b) Derive Einstein's mass-energy relation from the concept of special theory
of relativity.

3. a) What is escape velocity ? Deduce an expression for the same.

b) Define a variable force. Deduce an expression for the work-done by the
variable force.

(5+3)

(2+6)

@+a)

4. a) State Kepler's laws of planetary motion.

b) Obtain an expression for pressure difference across the curved liquid surface.
(3+5)

5. a) Show that for a system of particles in motion, the net external force on the
system is equal to the product of mass and acceleration of centre of mass of
the system

b) Define elastic collision and inelastic collision with an example for each. @+a)

Max. Marks : 70
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6. a) State perpendicular axes theorem of moment of inertia. Prove it in the case

of a two dimensional bodY.

b) Deduce an expression for moment of inertia of a circular disc about an axis

7 . a )

b)

8 . a )

b)

perpendicular to its plane and passing through centre of mass.

Define simple harmonic motion giving an example.

What is a compound pendulum ? Derive expressions for its time period

and reduced length.

Derive an expression for work-done in stretching a wire

Deduce the relation between the three moduli of elasticity.

(4+4)

(2+6)

(3+5)

9 .

PART - B

Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries four marks.

(5x4=20)

Two bodies A and B of masses 1 kg and 0.25 kg respectively are connected

by a light string passing over smooth pulley at the top of smooth inclined

plane. The system remains at rest when A lies on the inclined plane and

B hangs vertically down. Calculate the angle of inclination of inclined plane

and force exerted by the inclined plane on the body A'

A rocket ship is 50 meter long when measured in its own frame. When it is in

flight its length appears to be 49.5 meter to an observer on earth. Find the

speed of rocket.

1 0 .
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Assuming that a satellite is revolving round the earth in a circular orbit of

height 900 km from the surface of earth. Calculate the time period and orbital

velocity of satellite. Given that radius of earth is 6400 km, acceleration due to

gravity is 9.8 ffi S-2, and mass of earth is 6x l02a kg.

Calculate the work done in spraying a spherical drop of mercury of radius

0.01 m into 2 million drops of equal size. Given that surface tension of mercury

is 0.55 Nm-l.

Centre of mass of masses 3 kg, 2kg, and 1 kg is at(3,2,3). Where should the

mass of 4 kg be placed so that the centre of mass shifts to (4, 4 , 4) ?

A planet of uniform density 2250 kgrn-3 is in the form of a sphere of radius

5550 km. Calculate the moment of inertia of the planet about its axis of spin

and about an axis tangential to its surface.

A simple pendulum has a period of 4 seconds, if the length of the pendulum is

shortened by 1 m the period gets reduced by 0.56 seconds. Calculate the

acceleration due to gravity.

A circular disc of mass 0.8 kg and radius 0.1 m is suspended through its centre

and perpendicular to plane, by using a wire of length 1 m and radius 0.5 mm.

If the period of torsional oscillations Is 1.23 seconds, calculate the rigidity

modulus of material of wire.

3

1 1 .

1 2 .

1 3 .

14 .

1 5 .

16 .
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PART _ C

Answer any five of the following questions. Each question canies two marks.

(2x5=10)

17 . a) Most of the meteors burn in to ashes, while they are passing through Earth's

atmosphere, exPlain.

b) A moving clock ticks slowly - explain.

c) Can a pendulum clock works inside an artificial satellite ? Explain.

d) A light body and a heavy body have same kinetic energy, which one of

them will have large momentum ? Explain.

e) Is, throwing of mud on a wall an example for elastic or inelastic collision ?

Explain.

0 Why is most of the mass concentrated at the rim of a flywheel ? Explain.

g) What is meant by beat frequency of a coupled oscillator ? Will it depends

upon amplitude of the coupled oscillations.

h) A spring balance, which is used for long time, shows wrong readings. Why ?


